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Science is no uncertainty the most influential force which takes over about 

everything in the universe. 

It seeks to explicate the unaccountable. to turn out how everything existed. 

and to supply replies to all the inquiries one may believe of. However. 

what scientific discipline has left unexplained until now is the construct of 

love. What is love? Is at that place such thing as “ destiny” or “ fate” ? What 

does one mean by “ 100 % woman” . or a “ perfect” man/woman? Since 

scientific discipline still can’t find replies to these inquiries. several love-story

authors frequently play about with the universe of love. They either effort to 

supply an account for love. 

or utilize its “ unexplainable effect” to make a narrative. In the narrative “ On

Meeting My 100 Percent Woman One Fine April Morning” by Haruki 

Murakami. the writer creates a narrative which attacks the reader’s emotions

and experiences in love. Notice that the first description of the “ 100 per 

centum woman” the storyteller provided was. “ She wasn’t an particularly 

pretty adult female. ” True plenty. 

one ever notices the physical visual aspect of the opposite sex foremost. In 

add-on to that. beauty is ever the first ground why 1 was attracted to the 

opposite sex.“ Was she a beauty? ” “ No. it wasn’t that. ” “ Oh. 

she was the type you like? ” “ That I don’t remember… . ” In this set of 

conversation. the writer uses the enigma of love as a manner to catch the 

attending of the readers. This made the readers wonder why the storyteller 

knew that she was the “ 100 per centum adult female. ” But once more. 
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because of the fact that love is unaccountable. readers accept this false logic

and go on reading the narrative. Of class. the writer will non bury to advert 

the vacillation of a cat to talk to a miss! Crazy “ techniques” like inquiring. “ 

Excuse me. is at that place a 24 hr cleansing store around here? ” merely to 

be able to speak to the miss is a natural phenomenon. 

The fright of ignorance was at that place. The fright of carelessness was at 

that place. The fright of being “ dumped” was at that place. Again. there are 

no scientific accounts to these feelings. 

It is a “ natural” human status. The last construct the writer used was the 

thought of “ destiny. ” What is destiny? How does one twosome know that 

they are destined to be with each other? Given no clear replies to these 

inquiries. the secret plan of the narrative escapes logic and concluding. The 

unlogical secret plan is given logic by fate. 

and because of fate. this narrative makes sense. This narrative puts onto 

composing the natural phenomenon of love. how love circles around human 

emotions. 

and how it influences lives of work forces and adult females. It characterizes 

destiny as a charming power which makes a couple feel that they are for 

each other. The narrative besides narrates the natural feeling of a cat falling 

in love with a miss. his vacillations and what he thinks of. 

If one would lodge to logic and ground. so there would be a batch of inquiries

which one could believe of – like how would a cat notice a miss 50 metres off

and is among a crowd? However. it is interesting to indicate out that no one 
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inquiries these. It merely proves that one’s personal experiences on love 

provide replies to these inquiries. 

( Take note. non facts. but experiences. ) When it comes to the construct of 

love. 

there are neither facts nor clear accounts to it. One merely. feels it! 
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